Calf Xtreme instructions for use
Mix with cold or lukewarm water or milk in the protein shake provided - Do not use
hot water!!!
Stir thoroughly with milk and feed out within 2-3 hours. (milk will start to curdle if
stored too long - especially if added to warm milk)
Dose Rate
Standard dose rate: 1gm/calf/day
Stress events (Bad weather, change of diet and debudding). Double the dose for a
couple of days either side: 2gm/calf/day.
For most disease challenges including Rotavirus. 2gm/calf/day in milk once a day,
with electrolytes fed in a second feed.
For Cryptosporidium and Salmonella. 4gm/calf/day in milk once a day with
electrolytes fed in a second feed.
Calf Xtreme Plus can be used in conjunction with antibiotics so the disease
challenge should be diagnosed and appropriate antibiotics also used.
For scouring calves a binding agent should also be used to slow the passage of
dung in the lower gut so that the bacteria in Calf Xtreme are able to work.
Do not use a bacterial desiccant with Calf Xtreme
If feeding low quantities of milk or milk powder (under 3L), split Calf Xtreme dose
between feeds

FOR ANY ANIMAL HEALTH CONCERNS PLEASE CONSULT A VET.
FOR ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING CALF XTREME, CONTACT US
CHRIS - 027 4591 061

MATT - 021 234 1713

PROBIOTIC REVOLUTION LTD - WWW.PROBIOTICREVOLUTION.CO.NZ

Calf Xtreme suggested feed rates
Note: These are feeding guidelines bases on what is
possible and beneficial using Calf Xtreme. However
observations must still be made and do not exceed what
your calves can comfortable intake
Whole milk:

Ingredients P7 Active dry yeast
5 strains of probiotic bacteria
5 digestive enzymes

Friesian
4L TAD for 3 - 7 days then 6-7L OAD thereafter.
Kiwicross
3L TAD for 3 - 7 days then 5-6L OAD thereafter.
Jersey
2-2.5L TAD for 7-10 days then 4-5 L OAD thereafter
Wagyu
2-2.5L TAD for 7-10 days then 4-5 L OAD thereafter
Calf milk replacer:
Follow manufacturers instructions for the first 2-3 weeks then feed once a day
increasing volume offered to the calf using the twice a day feeding instructions
e.g. Where instructions for twice a day suggest 150g/L, feed 750g/5L or 900g/6L
over 1 feed. Alternatively, contact us and we can talk this through.

Note - While we are not aware of the ability to overdose on Calf
Xtreme, we don't recommend using more than 10g in one feed or
multiplying the dose for more than 5 days. If feeding low
volumes of 3L or less, split the dose between 2 feeds!
FOR ANY ANIMAL HEALTH CONCERNS PLEASE CONSULT A VET.
FOR ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING CALF XTREME, CONTACT US:
CHRIS - 027 4591 061

MATT - 021 234 1713
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